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COOLIN~IX CRUISINGFLIGETWITH LOW FURL-AIR-RATIOS

By Abe Silvcm?steinand Herbert A. Wilson, Jr. ~

INTRODUCTION

Sin@e-cylinder dynamometer tests (references1 and 2)”have
shown that engine cooling and fuel economy at cruising powers can
be improved by operation at fuel-air ratios leaner than those provided
by the usual.automatic lean carburetor settings. Inasmuch as improve-
ments of the cocling and.the fuel economy are attractive means for
increasirigthe range, the postii’oilitiesof realizing similar gains
with a conventional multicylinder eilgineinstallation have teen
investigatedby tests of a Pratt & Whitney R-11330-43engine ruounted
in a B-24D nacelle in the full-scale wind tuxmel.

The en@ne temperatures, the laffle pressure drops, and the
fuel consumption were measured for en~ine operation at about 0.6 of
rated power for values of the f~el-air ratio from 0.056 to 0.090.
The Iowor of’these fuel-air ratio values is only slightly above the
leanest mixture for smooth en~ine operation while the upper value
is rich. In automatic lean the carlmretor that wae tested provided
a fuel-air ratio cf about 0.072 at cruising power. Tinepower was
limited to about 0.6 of’the normal engine rating to hold the brake
Mean effective presmre below the detonation ~i~it fo~ the 100 oc~ne

fuel used. With a letter fuel the tests could have been extended to
higher powers.

APPARATUS AND.TESTS

The full-scale wind-tunnel equipment and methods of operation
are described in reference 3. A Pratt k Whitney ?3-18s0-43en@ne
with a normal rating of 1100 brake horsepower at 2550 rpm equipped
with a.General Electric turbosuperchargerand Hamilton Standard
constant-speed propeller was installed for the tests in a modified ~
B-24D production nacelle (fig. 1).

The baffle pressure drop for each engine cylinder was determined
from the difference between the total pressure at the baffle inlet
and the static premure at its outlet (fig. 2)..
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Temperat~es of the rear slark-plu gj??wkets,the cylimier
baaes, the carbuxe”borinlet ‘air,and the accessories were Easured
with a se~.f-balzmcingpotentiometer. The fuel-air ratio was
determined from Omat .mal.ysisof wam.piesof the exhaust gases
taken in tha tail.piye to the ‘k~?r”bosuyercl~argerusing a chart for
conversion to fuel-air ratio. The stondard in~trumentationrequired
for the ensine opal?aticmincluded a s~n.sitivetacho.qeteraad
ca-refullyca~ibratod flow%=ter.

The basic tests were made with the propeller pitch, tumel
sps.ed.,o.adengine rFm fixed in ordei”to rimin’t?.iicona+ant power
at approximately 660 horsepower. Temperatures and fuel flows were
neasure~ with the carburetor set at aut.ouaticlea,njw~.thtiil~miXtu.Y?e
leaned to a fuel-air ratio of 0.060, and for an intermediate
condition giving maximum head temperatures. Additional tests at
fuel-air ratios of 0.056 anti0.090 were made at a~proximately the
same power with the proyeller governing. Factors afyecting tiae
cooling other tha~athe fuel-at.rratio were held as constant as
practicable through(;utthe tests.

J?’EHJ’LTSAND DIEXXESIO.N

with
The engine cylinder barrel and head temperatures measured
cons-bantnOWr at ~lU*ecdifferent fv.e.l-airratios are @Jown.

in fj.gwe 3. Tne laffle pressure drops corresponding to these
test conditions are shown in f~fiLWe h. A cross plot showing the
vai-iatioaof the head and barrel tempera-bzreson cylinder 1 with
fuel-air ratio is shown in figure 5. The teuperatuimesmeas~wed
at about the same power with the pro~eller goveriiing,aroincluded
on figure 5. Tho cylinder temperatures were corrected for small
differences in the cooline a~.rand carburetor air inlet temlpera-
twes for the reference temperature of iOO” F hy e.1° per degree
correction on the head and a 0.5° per degree correction on the
lases. The test temperatures were all within 10° of the reference.
The variation of the specific fuel consumption with fuel-air ratio
is shown in figure 6.

The results show that leaning the fuel-air ratio fr,omthe
automatic lean setting d? 0.072 to 0.056 decreased the num’oer1
head temperature 50° F and the base temperature 22° F (fig. 5).
Siuilar temperature decreases were obtained on the other cylinders
(fig. s). The fuel consumption was likewise decreased from about
0.45 tc 0.39 pound per brake horsepower hour (fig. 6).

The results indica’t that the cruising range can be extended
considerably by operating the engine at fuel-air ratios of 0.060
or below instead of at the richer mixtures provided ly conventional
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carburetor settSngs. In addition to the,direct increase of range
resulting from the 12-percent lower fuel consumption, the decredsed
engine..tmuperaturesreduce the,necefls~y c.o~ling@rag.,.For a$rplanes
in which it is necessary to open cowl flaps to cool in cruising
flight, the extension of range res@ting from operation with closed
flaps and lean mixtures may be as much as 50 percent. .

Cruising flight at extremely lean fuel-ai~ ratios will require
adequate ins’~rummtation and careful engine operation to avoid
backfiring from over-leaning and detonation at higher brake mean
effective pressures than those of the present “tests[reference 2).
The use of fuels with higher knock ratinge will @?eahly simplify
this type of operation.

CONC!LUSIOITS

1. The engine cooling and the fuel economy will be improved
in the cruising power re,n::,cby opwation at fuel-air ratios
of 0.060 or below instec.fi.of at the value of about 0.070 which is
representative of present practice.

2. The cruising range will be considerably extended ly operation
at low fuel-air ratios, particularly if the cooling in crwlsing at
present mixtures requires opening the cowl flaps.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley I’ield,Vs..,JU-;M18, 1942.
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Figure l.- Installationof 1830-43 engine and B-24D nacellein tie full-scalewind tunnel.
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